
A CHARMING INVESTMENT.
Refresh your home with Cottage-inspired 
Hardware from Nostalgic Warehouse.

(Denver, CO)  Home has never been more essential. The desire to invest 
in creating a special place of warmth and comfort has never been more 
important!  Door hardware is something we use every day and can set the 
tone for an entire space. Nostalgic Warehouse offers an extensive collection 
of classic hardware in beautiful finishes that suit the trending Cottage- 
inspired style. 

Today's cottage style home is all about vintage character, and Nostalgic 
Warehouse's Cottage Plate fits that motif perfectly. Taller than standard 
rosettes and more petite than long plates, the Cottage Plate provides a happy 
medium and is available in seven exquisite finishes.  

Transform any space into your dream cottage with the casual character and 
rustic details of the Prairie Plate. This solid brass plate is offered with or 
without decorative keyhole and looks stunning with many of Nostalgic’s knob 
combinations. The romantic Prairie Plate is available in seven finish options 
including Antique Brass, Antique Pewter, Bright Chrome, Oil-Rubbed 
Bronze, Polished Nickel, Satin Nickel, Timeless Bronze and Unlacquered Brass.

Nostalgic Warehouse's Cottage and Prairie Plates are the perfect vintage-
inspired pieces to incorporate cozy cottage style into your home. The 
mix-and-match flexibility of Nostalgic Warehouse's door hardware allows 
users to choose from various forged brass, crystal, or porcelain knobs for 
added interest and contrast. All Nostalgic Warehouse knobs are mounted on 
a solid forged (not cast) brass base for greater durability and lasting beauty.  

Available at fine hardware retailers throughout the U.S. and Canada, 
Nostalgic Warehouse may also be purchased online at select websites. For 
more information about these collections and a listing of dealers, visit the 
website at nostalgicwarehouse.com.

ABOUT NOSTALGIC WAREHOUSE

Founded in 1980 by an antique store owner, Nostalgic Warehouse has grown 
from a modest proprietorship to a flourishing company known for elegant styles 
and exceptional craftsmanship. The company is revered by restoration contractors, 
antique dealers, homeowners, designers, builders, and architects who appreciate 
its product line's uncommon beauty and quality. Nostalgic Warehouse uses only 
hot-forged brass for solid, durable construction that can accurately display vintage 
design's intricacies.  Their brass knobs are entirely recyclable, and their crystal 
knobs are made of lead-free crystal. In keeping with the brand's vintage roots, they 
offer customers the option of using historically accurate mortise locks. Nostalgic 
Warehouse products are designed to last a lifetime. Nostalgic Warehouse is a division 
of Regal Brands.
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Cottage Plate with Swan Lever in Timeless Bronze

Prairie Plate in Antique Brass with White Porcelain Knob


